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Terror Planet of the Amazon Queen is a pulp 
adventure for Savage Worlds, set in a strange 
alien planet in an alternate dimension in the 
far future inhabited by a matriarchal race of 
warriors preparing to attack Earth  You can 
use it as a mini-setting, and explore the world 
of Amazons in your future adventures 

The adventure begins on Earth, in the PCs’ 
hometown – ideally, it should be a large 
modern city with a working sewer system, big 
enough to have its own radio station or media, 
a public spot of some kind (we assume a sports 
stadium) and with little military presence 
in the region  The story could be set in the 
1930s, but it could also be placed during the 
modern era or spun as a “lost world” tale for 
steampunk adventurers 

This scenario toys with gender stereotypes 
and social expectations  At its core, the gender 
ideas are just window dressing, and while fun, 
shouldn’t influence the plot of the adventure  
It is mainly a story about alien invasion, 
not about female/male relations, gently 
poking fun at some “pulp stereotypes”  Some 
players might have fun roleplaying the 1930s 
characters dealing with their prejudices, and 
even modern heroes might be “behind the 
times”  The Amazon culture is a matriarchy 
that practices slavery – but the males aren’t 
just “property”  Amazon NPCs will react 
to the male and female characters based on 
their gender – but also on their actions and 
appearance 

We have presented four Seasoned (25 XP) 
characters, who should be enough to survive 
most encounters, and the adventure could also 
work with a single Legendary hero in the vein 
of Doc Savage, The Phantom or Buckaroo 
Banzai, perhaps with Velma being replaced 
by a recurring sidekick  This adventure 
requires some stealth, survival, diplomacy 
and combat ability  Some medical knowledge 
would also be useful  Pulp-vein powers like 
hypnosis (psionics), “oriental” sorcery (magic 

or miracles) or even the core book version 
of superpowers shouldn’t disturb the plot 
too much  Our sample psionicist has mostly 
non-lethal powers and Pacifist Hindrance, for 
example 

Story synopsis
The player characters are invited by Velma 
Van Veldt, a journalist, to explore the sewers 
in search of alleged “gators” or mysterious 
disappearances  The truth is even more 
astounding – the sewers hide a portal to 
another dimension  After the defeat of the 
guards, the heroes are able to cross to another 
world  Exploring the ancient temple might 
hint at the origins of Amazons, but soon 
enough they will encounter hostile or friendly 
soldiers of the Empress  Velma will push 
them further to meet the Empress, and after 
an arduous journey, the heroes will meet the 
Amazon Queen face to face – and she will 
admit her invasion plans!

Imprisoned by the Empress, the player 
characters have to backtrack to the portal, foil 
her invasion, defeat her monstrous form and 
hope to save their home city  Sa
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The secret history of Amazons
The Amazons’ true origin is Earth – thousands 
of years in the future, destroyed by the massive 
war and pollution, which forced the ancestors 
of Amazons to pierce the interdimensional 
barrier and settle in an unknown, jungle-

like world  Yes, “in”  The surface of the new 
Amazon home planet is a naked, barren 
radioactive landscape inhabited by alien life 
forms, with crystalline “lakes” allowing the 
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light to pour inside the network of caverns – 
and the life to flourish underground 

The ancient humans from the future tamed 
the local mutated life, and started to settle the 
caverns  With time, the gender gap reappeared 
– women became more settled, while men 
turned nomadic, scouting the dark corridors 
for food, returning to their homes very rarely  
After centuries of coexistence, males were no 
longer welcome in female-dominated cities  A 
war broke out, and the scattered males lost, 
either turning into slaves or remaining 
refugees and outcasts  The cities of women 
became ruined and disused, either from the 
war itself or depopulation after it  Today 
there’s one male per three Amazon women  
We use the word ‘Amazon’ to refer to both 
genders, though ladies rarely call the males 
this 

Few female Amazons actually dislike men, and 
for both genders it’s simply the way “the world 
is”  Enslaved males aren’t necessarily badly 
treated, but they aren’t able to make decisions 
or choose their occupation  Romantic love 
isn’t uncommon, though marriage isn’t an 
institution – but many Amazons see “father 
of my daughter” as a valued consort, for 
example  Female criminals and renegades are 

also enslaved, but their daughters are free – 
unlike their sons 

The strange influence of the crystalline 
windows and perhaps strange presence on 
the surface of Amazon planet has caused the 
humans to receive strange mental powers; 
some typically channel it through crystals  
Since the men are scattered or subject to 
women they rarely have opportunity to hone 
their skills, but the male psis nevertheless exist, 
even if most “magicians” are female, serving to 
preserve the unity of their race  These powers 
allowed the Amazons to reclaim some of their 
lost cities, decipher forgotten knowledge and 
even try to divine what’s going on on the 
surface of their world 

One of them, a powerful psychic, became 
a powerful warlord… er, warlady, and her 
conquests have unified several cities  The self-
proclaimed Empress Ava now believes herself 
to be destined to rule all of her world – and in 
an explored lost temple she discovered a four-
dimensional portal leading back to Earth – in 
the present day  Ava’s plan is simple – start 
raiding Earth for men, advanced technologies 
and women worthy of Amazonhood, conquer 
the Amazon world and then the Earth!

Ava has learned how to move and open the 
portal and slowly she prepares an invasion   

Amazon Dimension
Amazons themselves don’t know whether 
their home is a separate planet, dimension 
or world  Only the few most dedicated 
researchers and Excavators suspect that their 
original home is Earth  The Empress’ servants 
even refer to Earth as ‘surface world’, not 
knowing or bothering to realize that it’s a 
different dimension altogether  Amazingly, 
however, the Amazons speak an accented 
but still understandable English  Perhaps the 
invention of modern recording devices has 
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stopped the linguistic shifts and inside their 
new world they initially stuck together? Or 
maybe it’s simply more convenient for you 
and your players 

Most of Amazon women and men live in 
massive caverns, typically illuminated by 
crystals filtering the light from surface, 
sometimes growing brighter and dimmer  
The population has declined recently, but 
the male slaves work hard when farming and 
hunting, so there’s no shortage of food  The 
farms usually surround the cities, and are in 
turn surrounded by the jungle  Water must 
be mined for, since there’s no rain, and the 
condensation on the walls later flows down 
into corridors connecting the caves  This 
ecosystem makes, of course, little sense – but 
it looks great nevertheless 

The hallways used to be domain of the men 
and even now small bands of renegades 
and escaped slaves use them to hunt in the 
darkness, sometimes illuminated by strange 
glowing mushrooms and minerals  Terrifying 
beasts have evolved to hunt there as well, 
and males don’t have names for them – some 
are sleek blind reptiles hunting only using 
their hearing, while carnivorous plants have 
replaced sunlight with the decay of meat as 
their source of sustenance 

Amazon women tend to be attractive and 
well-built, a result of early tampering with the 
gene pool  The refugees from Earth were a mix 
of races and nationalities, and now Amazons 
come in wide variety of skin and hair colors  
Since in the caverns weather is not usually 
an issue and temperature is always warm, 
their costume has been simply reduced to 
something Earth will call a “bikini”, covering 
only the areas that need to be covered  
Likewise, the males usually get by with only 
a loincloth  Female warriors wear armor, 
and higher status is recognized by ornate 
cloaks, jewelry and very rarely a dress for the 
elderly women  Appearance and grooming 

denote more power, and so Amazons in more 
stable societies want to appear attractive and 
intimidating – apparently having evolved to 
being able to instantly apply makeup and 
make their hair look good at any times  This 
regards males as well – but most of them are 
able to wash and present themselves at best, 
thus becoming “ruggedly handsome” 

A typical city is in much decay, with only 
a handful of buildings inhabited – it has 
around 500 male and female inhabitants  
Rumors of a single city where the men live 
freely persist, and there are indeed some 
“lost cities”, forgotten about or not found on 
maps  Empress Ava has belonged to a group 
of Excavators, tasked with discoveries of these 
– and the discoveries of lost lore and treasure 
led her to power  

The lighting level varies  There’s no night, 
but sometimes, seemingly at random, the 
light dimmers, never completely vanishing  
The corridors between the caverns are almost 
always dark, though  Amazons measure time 
in work times and generations – the first 
taking about 12 hours and the latter ten years  
A period from rest to rest is still called a ‘day’ 

The Goddess and 
Caretakers
The Amazons’ religion involves worship of a 
divine Goddess, venerated by sacrifices, feasts, 
and ritual dance under the tutelage of a High 
Priestess, who is often a spiritual leader of a 
city and nominates lesser priestesses  The 
males have a God and are allowed to call by 
him, but they don’t have priests or temples  
The Goddess is the creator of life, she has led 
the Amazons to their new home and watches 
over their births and deaths 

A competing religion of sorts emerged after 
the Gender War – the belief in the Caretakers, 
powerful beings living on the surface of the 
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